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Transparency is a complex issue, which can be approached from many angles and
with various conceptual tools. This contribution provides a brief survey of the
economic literature on transparency. The conceptual tool that economists use is the
principal-agent model, a game-theoretic setting where a principal (the citizens,
shareholders, etc) wants an agent (the government, the CEO, etc.) to perform a certain
task. In this setting, transparency corresponds to the ability of the principal to observe
what the agent does. We can then ask what happens when transparency improves.
The survey begins with the key theoretical result in this area. Holmstrom (1982)
provides a powerful and general rationale for full transparency. More information
about the agent’s behavior makes the agent more accountable and more likely to work
for the common good. The rest of the contribution discusses a long list of objections
to this result, from both a conceptual and a practical viewpoint. Given that Holmstrom
asserts that transparency improves accountability, possible criticism belongs to two
broad classes. First, one can argue that the increase in accountability is not sufficient
to offset other drawbacks such as the violation of privacy, the direct cost of
disclosure, or the revelation of sensitive information. Alternatively, one can attack the
link between transparency and accountability: it is not necessarily true that more
disclosure makes the agent behave better. We will discuss both classes of objections,
with a particular emphasis on the latter because it can be analysed within the
principal-agent setting. The survey concludes with a tentative appraisal of the validity
of the Holmstrom benchmark and its relevance for politics and corporate governance.

The Principal-Agent Model
The economic model that is most useful to analyse transparency comes from game
theory. There is a principal (conventionally, she), who requires a certain service but
does not have the time or the ability to take care of it directly. She therefore enters a
contractual relation with an agent (he), who can potentially provide the service. First,
the principal offers a contract to the agent, which the agent accepts or rejects. The
contract is designed by the principal and it specifies a payment from the principal to
the agent, which may be contingent on observable outcomes. Once the agent knows
the contract, he takes an action (or a series of actions) on behalf of the principal. The
action may involve effort or other forms of disutility on the part of the agent, and it
produces, perhaps stochastically, an observable outcome which will then determine
the agent’s compensation on the basis of the contract in place.

To make things more concrete, let us look at a simple principal-agent relation. The
principal is a retail investor who is looking to invest her savings in the stock market,
but does not have the time and the inclination to do it personally. The agent is a
mutual fund manager who can make investment decisions on behalf of the investor. In
principle, the investor can design a variety of contracts. For instance, she could make
the payment to the fund manager contingent on the return of the fund. One should
expect that the willingness of the fund manager to spend effort and resources in trying
to find the right investment strategy depends on the kind of monetary incentives that
he is offered.
As we can see from the table below, the principal-agent model applies to a number of
interesting economic relations.
Principal
Car owner
Patient
Employer
Shareholders
Investors
Citizens

Agent
Mechanic
Doctor
Worker
CEO
Fund manager
Government

Action
Repair car
Perform tests, choose therapy
Perform job
Manage company
Choose portfolio
Choose policy

Typically, the principal does not observe the details of the agent’s action. Holmstrom
(1979) assumes that the principal can observe a list of variables, and that the
contractual payment can be contingent on those variables. The transparency result is
then immediate: adding one more observable variable can never hurt the principal.
The principal is free to make the payment contingent on that additional variable, and
she will do so if and only if it increases her net expected utility (expected benefit from
the agent’s action less expected payment to the agent).
Holmstrom makes this result more precise. He provides a mathematical condition on
the information provided by the additional variable such that the principal is strictly
better off if and only if such condition is satisfied. Basically, an additional variable is
useful if it provides more information on the action that the agent takes.
The principal benefits from more transparency, but can the agent be hurt? In general,
the agent benefits from the presence of an informational asymmetry between himself
and the principal. His ability to keep his action hidden forces the principal to offer
high monetary payments for positive outcomes. If the informational asymmetry
reduces, the principal may be able to reduce payments. In the limit case, where the
agent’s action is perfectly observable, the agent will only be paid a wage that
compensates for the disutility of effort.
However, the expected cost to the agent is never larger than the expected benefit to
the principal. For every improvement in transparency, there exists a monetary amount
such that, if the improvement is accompanied by the payment of that amount from the
principal to the agent, then both the principal and the agent are better off.

The Full-Transparency Principle in Practice

In real life, we observe systematic deviations from full transparency in several areas.
Take the fund management example discussed above. Investors are typically supplied
with limited information on the composition of the fund they own. Currently, the US
Securities and Exchange Commission requires disclosure every six months,
which consists of a portfolio snapshot at a particular point in time and can easily be
manipulated by re-adjusting the composition just before and after the snapshot is
taken – a well-documented practice known as window dressing. It would be easy and
almost costless to have more frequent disclosure by requiring mutual funds to
publicize their portfolio composition on the internet. Yet there is strong resistance
from the industry to proposals in the direction of more frequent disclosure (Tyle,
2001).
In corporate governance, violations to the transparency principle are so widespread
that some legal scholars argue that secrecy is the norm rather than the exception in the
relation between shareholders and managers (Stevensons, 1980): “Corporations –
even the largest among them – have always been treated by the legal system as
‘private’ institutions. When questions about the availability of corporate information
have arisen, the inquiry has typically begun from the premise that corporations, like
individuals, are entitled to keep secret all information they are able to secure
physically unless some particular reason for disclosure [...] could be adduced in
support of a contrary rule. So deeply embedded in our world view is this principle that
it is not at all uncommon to hear serious discussions of a corporate ‘right to privacy’.
In politics, the principle of open government has made great inroads in the last
decades, but there are still important areas in which public decision-making is, by law,
protected by secrecy. For instance, all Freedom of Information Acts include
circumstances in which the government can legally withhold information from
citizens. Similar provisions exist in other countries. As recent events related to the
Iraq war have shown, democratic governments can be expected to claim a need for
secrecy in extremely controversial circumstances.
Why is there not more transparency in practice? The Holmstrom Principle may be a
bad predictor of actual policy for two orders or reasons. First, full disclosure may
indeed be the right thing to do from a normative viewpoint, but there may be strong
entrenched interests that prevent more transparency. As we saw earlier, the agent
stands to lose some of his rents from an increase in disclosure and he should be
expected to fight against a change in policy. There is no doubt that such a struggle
exists in all the examples seen above. Principals (investors, shareholders, citizens)
have been asking for more transparency for decades and have encountered varying
degrees or resistance from their respective agents. Typically, the devil is in the detail:
agents pay lip service to the principle of openness but then make it onerous or
impossible for the principal to get hold of the most sensitive information.
However, there is a second class of explanations. Full disclosure may not be the
optimal policy, at least in certain cases. One can think of a number of reasons:
1. A certain degree of privacy is a basic human right. While this argument is
important for certain principal-agent relations, it does not seem to be central to
the points debated in finance, politics and governance.

2. There may be a direct cost of information disclosure. While in the past,
disclosure occurred through paper publication, the internet has greatly reduced
the direct cost of making information public. It is difficult to imagine that
direct cost plays a determinant role in most cases of interest.
3. The agent may be unable to communicate a certain piece of information to the
principal without other hostile parties learning of it as well. The leading
example of this “third-party” rationale for secrecy is of course military
intelligence. The British government cannot keep the British people fully
informed about security operations without divulging these details to
potentially hostile organisations. Similarly, a company that follows a fulldisclosure policy may end up revealing non-patented information to
competitors, or a fund manager who publicises his trading strategy may be
“front-run” by other funds.
This is potentially a strong rationale for secrecy. However, in many of the
instances under debate there is a simple way around it. Information should be
fully disclosed, but with a delay that is sufficiently long to make it of little
value to hostile parties (and sufficiently short to allow the principal to keep the
agent accountable). For instance, the SEC has proposed that mutual funds
make the daily composition of their portfolios public, but with a 60-day lag.
4. Sometimes agents refuse to disclose information to principals on the ground
that the principals would not evaluate it “in the right way”. This argument is
usually supported by the observation that investors/shareholders/citizens are
not fully rational. CEOs, especially European ones, keep complaining about
investors’ short-termism. For instance, the recent ousting of Werner Seifert
from Deutsche Borse has prompted an avalanche of accusations against
allegedly myopic investors.
This line of defence of secrecy may have some truth in it, but the argument
that the principal is not fully rational is insufficient. The agent needs to argue
that the errors that the principal could make are more damaging (to the
principal) than the errors (or voluntary damage) that the agent himself can
make. There is no evidence to support the thesis that principals mis-use
information in a way that is very costly to themselves. Instead, there is a large
body of evidence that insufficiently monitored agents can ruin their principals.
With more transparent accounting systems, disasters like Equitable Life,
Enron and Parmalat could have been avoided. Viewed in this light, the
“principal’s irrationality” argument lacks plausibility. While corporate leaders
appear to stick to this line of defence, most democratic governments seem to
have abandoned it, at least because a government that accuses its citizens of
irrationality would face a serious re-election challenge.
5. Finally, excessive transparency may create incentives for the agent to behave
in ways that damage the principals. If that is the case, the principal would want
to commit not to observe certain variables in order to avoid the damaging
behaviour. This line of argument is the most subtle, and potentially the most
convincing. We devote the next section to it.

Can Excessive Transparency Make the Agent Behave Badly?
We now go back to the principal-agent model to make one important modification. In
Holmstrom the principal can make her payment contingent on every observable piece
of information. In other words, contracts are complete. Every observable variable can
become part of the contractual arrangement. In practice, this is not the case: contracts
are far from complete. In politics, if contracts were complete, citizens could offer the
prime minister a monetary payment contingent on all kinds of observable variables,
like the GDP growth rate or health indicators. This seldom happens in practice. A
typical high-ranking official is simply offered a fixed salary independent of any
outcome. Similarly, in the US most mutual fund managers are offered a percentage of
funds under management, independent of the return they generate for their investors
(this is due to SEC restrictions, which explain why hedge funds are usually
incorporated outside the US).
The fact that contracts are not directly contingent on outcomes means that the agent
must be kept accountable in a different, and more complex, way. The principal has an
implicit threat: if she is unhappy with the agent, she can replace him with another
agent. Citizens can vote for another party; shareholders can oust a CEO; and investors
can take their money to another fund. This creates a dynamic game between the
principal and the agent, often referred to as the career concerns model, and was first
discussed by Holmstrom (1999).
We assume that the contract between the principal and the agent involves a flat fee for
a given term (one could complicate the model without changing the results
substantially). At the end of the term, the principal can either keep the agent (and
offer a flat fee again) or replace him with a new agent (and offer a flat fee to him). For
simplicity, suppose that the world ends after two terms (but see Holmstrom (1999) for
an infinite-horizon formulation). The agent is characterized by a type, that is, a set of
personal characteristics that determine his ability, vision, willingness to put effort,
intrinsic honesty, political preferences, etc.
In the second term, the agent is unaccountable and his behaviour is dictated purely by
his type. A lazy agent would put no effort, a dishonest one would steal, etc. The
principal cannot observe the agent’s type directly, but she tries to infer it from the
agent’s action in the first period. If she then feels that the agent’s type is “bad”, she
will replace him before he can do further damage in the second term. The agent wants
to keep his job and he realizes that the principal is watching him. He has an incentive
to behave in the first term in a way that will convince the principal that he is a “good”
type. For instance, a lazy agent may want to look active in the first term in order to
hide his laziness from the principal. In equilibrium (a perfect Bayesian equilibrium),
the principal has expectations on how the agent behaves, and such expectations are
correct.
Career concerns models generate rich and interesting equilibrium behaviour on the
part of the agent. From our viewpoint, they can be used to study the role of
transparency. The question is: what is the effect of letting the principal observe an
additional variable at the end of the first term, before she decides to keep or replace
the agent?

The answer depends on what the type of the agent is. As we shall see, two cases yield
starkly different results. If the agent’s type is his ability to exert effort, then more
transparency benefits the principal, because it induces the agent to exert more effort in
the first period and it allows the principal to identify and fire bad agents. If instead the
type is the agent’s ability to make the right decision, then more transparency can
create an incentive for the agent to behave in a conformist way, which is highly
damaging to the principal.
Let us begin with the case where the type is the ability to exert effort, developed in
Holmstrom (1999). With small modifications, this case also encompasses situations
where the type represents laziness (the lazy type is the one who experiences more
disutility from work) and dishonesty (the dishonest type is the one who experiences
more utility from stealing). At the end of the first period, the principal receives a
signal on the output produced by the agent. The output is given by a sum of the
agent’s innate ability, the effort exerted by the agent, and a stochastic component.
Holmstrom shows that, when the signal becomes more accurate (the variance of the
stochastic component increases), the agent puts more effort in the first period and the
principal’s information on the agent’s type becomes more precise.
Holmstrom’s result is intuitive. I know that my boss is watching my output to
understand whether I am an able worker. The quality of my output depends on how
able I am, how hard I work and some factors that are not under my control, but the
boss cannot distinguish between these three components. If she observes a highquality output, she will ascribe part of this success to my innate ability and she will be
less likely to fire me. However, if the factors not under my control play an important
role, a high-quality output is more likely to be due to luck rather than my effort, and
the boss will not give me a lot of credit for it. The more important the luck
component, the less incentive I have to work hard to impress my boss. Conversely, if
the factors that are not under my control are negligible, the channel that links my
personal characteristics to the final output is less noisy and I have a strong incentive
to work hard. Moreover, the principal will be able to form a more precise view on my
ability after she observes my output and she will be more likely to fire (or reward) me
when I am a bad (good) worker.
Holmstrom’s result is not universal, even when the agent’s type is his ability to exert
effort. There are cases where an increase in transparency leads to less, rather than
more, effort on the part of the agent. An example is provided by Dewatripont, Jewitt
and Tirole (1999). Suppose a teacher is trying to maximize the effort that her students
put in coursework. At the end of the course, all students take an exam which provides
a mark between 0 and 100. The score is observed by potential employers who use it to
evaluate the expected on-the-job productivity of students (which is assumed to be
correlated to their scholastic productivity). Hence, the higher the score, the higher the
wage that the student can expect to receive. Dewatripont and his colleagues show that,
under certain circumstances, the teacher may elicit more effort from her students if
she commits to revealing a pass/fail mark rather than the complete score. That is, the
principal sets a threshold score and she only communicates to employers whether a
student is above or below the threshold. If the threshold is chosen carefully, a pass/fail
mark acts a strong incentive for the bulk of students to exert high effort in order not to
be lumped with the fail group. However, the authors also show that the counter-

example is somewhat special. With mild regularity conditions on the information
structure, such a situation does not arise and more disclosure induces the agent to put
more effort.
Let us now turn to the other case, when the agent’s type is his ability to make the right
decision. This assumption may be a more accurate representation of agents who are
entrusted with high-level tasks, such as prime ministers, CEO’s, and fund managers,
while the ability to exert effort is more important for jobs that involve less
responsibility. Specifically, we assume that there is a stochastic state of the world,
which the principal does not observe directly (What is the effect of different policies?
What is the effect of different business strategies? What stocks are going to go up
next year?). The agent’s task is to observe the state of the world and take the
appropriate decision (Adopt the right policy or business strategy; buy promising
stocks). The ability of the agent consists in the precision with which he observes the
state of the world: a smart agent is one who receives an accurate signal.
In this set-up there are two classes of variables that the principal can observe:
decisions (policies, business strategies, portfolios) and outcomes (statistics, profits,
returns). Prat (2005) studies the effect of increased disclosure over these two classes
of variables. Transparency over outcomes is uncontroversial: it plays the same role as
transparency in Holmstrom (1999), inducing the agent to use his information
efficiently and enabling the principal to screen agents more accurately. However,
transparency over decisions may have detrimental effects. If the agent knows that his
decision is scrutinized, he may choose to disregard his private information about the
state of the world in order to look smart.
Consider mutual funds. Suppose that a smart fund manager has private information
about future stock returns (that the rest of the market does not possess), while a dumb
one has no private information. Under standard assumptions, the optimal decision for
a dumb manager is to select a neutral portfolio (basically, one that reflects the
composition of the market). Instead a smart manager should deviate from the neutral
portfolio to weight his holdings in favour of stocks he deems promising. This can be
the equilibrium behaviour if returns are observed but portfolio decisions are not.
Instead, if portfolio composition is observed as well, we have a contradiction. A dumb
fund manager who chooses a neutral portfolio is immediately revealed for what he is,
and will lose his investors. Hence, he has an incentive to pretend that he is a smart
manager by deviating from the neutral portfolio. In equilibrium, all fund managers –
dumb and smart – deviate from the neutral portfolio. Smart managers are more likely
to obtain high returns, but the dumb ones too may be lucky. In this case, the investor
may gain from committing to observing the portfolio return only, in order to ensure
that dumb managers behave optimally. Dasgupta, Prat and Verardo (2005) analyse
data on US institutional investors from 1984 to 2002 and provide evidence of
widespread conformist behaviour on the part of institutions: institutions tend to buy
(sell) stocks that other institutions have bought (sold) in the recent past and such
stocks do worse (better) than the rest of the market in the medium term.
The logic of the example can be extended to politics and business. Suppose that, faced
with a crisis, a leader can adopt a radical solution or keep the status quo. A smart
leader is more likely than a dumb leader to understand the cause of the crisis and to
identify the right radical solution. If leaders behaved optimally, smart ones would

adopt radical policies more often than dumb ones would. But from the argument seen
above, this is not an equilibrium. Leaders who keep the status quo would be perceived
as more likely to be dumb and would be replaced. Hence, every leader, dumb or
smart, tends to adopt radical policies even when they are not necessarily optimal.
Prat (2005) also shows that transparency over decisions goes hand in hand with
transparency over outcomes. If the principal can observe the output in an accurate and
timely manner, then disclosing the agent’s decision has less negative effects because
his desire to behave in a conformist manner is tempered by the risk that his decision
turns out to be wrong. If instead final outcomes are difficult to observe, the principal
runs the risk of facing extremely conformist agents and will want to reduce or delay
disclosure of the agent’s decision. This rationale is enshrined in one of the most
important exceptions to the open government principle: the exemption of pre-decision
information. These are documents that are prepared at an early stage, before a policy
is formulated and hence implemented. If such documents were made public, citizens
could observe nothing about outcomes and there would be a serious risk that advice is
less candid or forthcoming.
We conclude this section by discussing another reason why in career concerns models
transparency may have detrimental effects. This happens when there are multiple
principals and multiple agents. The leading example is the European Central Bank
(ECB). Members of the Governing Council are selected by national governments.
While nominally members should only be concerned by the interests of the whole
Eurozone, in practice the future of their careers depends on their ability to further
national interests. There has been an intense debate on whether the minutes of the
meetings of the Council should be made public (see, for instance, the exchange
between Buiter (1999) and Issing (1999)). At this stage, they are still secret, and there
is a strong rationale behind such a policy. If the discussions at meetings were public,
it is feared that national members would have an incentive to pander to their home
audiences by taking adversarial stances, which would make the decision-making
process slow and cumbersome. The ECB disclosure policy is in contrast with that of
other central banks, like the Bank of England and the Federal Reserve Bank, who do
not have a trans-national composition and therefore do not face the same risk. Both
those institutions have chosen a much higher level of transparency on their monetary
policy decision process.
The multiple-agent rationale for secrecy can be extended to other trans-national
organisations. The minutes of the Council of the European Union are usually kept
secret. This is in sharp contrast with the legislative bodies of most of the member
countries which hold open-door meetings. Multilateral organisations like the World
Bank and the International Monetary Fund have been criticised for the lack of
transparency in their decision-making process. While the multiple-agent argument is
applicable to all these cases, it is clear that the policy on transparency is only a small
part of the more general, and extremely controversial, issue of what the mandate of
such multilateral organisations should be. It is impossible to form a view on the
optimal level of transparency of a particular body before we decide to whom and in
what forms the body should be accountable.

Conclusions

On the issue of transparency, economics provides a strong argument in favour of
complete disclosure and a list of potential objections to that argument. As Holmstrom
showed, in a world of complete contracts, the more the principal knows about the
agent, the better the agent behaves. Some objections to Holmstrom – the right to
privacy, the direct cost of disclosure, the risk that hostile parties learn sensitive
information – are perfectly valid but they find limited application in politics,
corporate governance and other important areas. Others object that information should
not be disclosed because there is a risk that people may misunderstand it or
misinterpret it, but there is no sign that such risk is comparable to the welldocumented damages that secrecy has created in the past.
A potentially more relevant class of objections arises when we move to a world of
incomplete contracts. A career concerns model applied to agents whose job is to take
decisions on behalf of their principals shows that a certain kind of transparency
creates perverse incentives. An agent who knows that his decisions are closely
scrutinised before the consequences of the decisions are fully knows has an incentive
to behave in the way that the principal expects him to behave rather than in the
optimal way. Another interesting case arises when there are multiple principals and
multiple agents. However, the scope of this kind of objections appears to be limited as
well. The only two (somewhat) documented cases where transparency may be
detrimental to the principal are the disclosure of portfolios of mutual funds and the
publication of the minutes of the ECB Governing Council.
In sum, there are a number of potential objections to the full-transparency principle,
but at this stage they all appear to have a limited scope of application. Available
economics research supports the idea that full transparency should be the default
option. In politics, this principle has been accepted with the passage of the Freedom of
Information act. In corporate governance, we are extremely far from it: the default
option is secrecy. The law allows companies to withhold all information from
stakeholders, except a small class of aggregated accounts. The same can be said about
international organizations as well as most of the non-profit sector. Now that the
principle of open government has been accepted, the next frontier is open governance.
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1. Many wildlife habitats will be destroyed if men keep polluting the environment. 2. If we dump all sorts of chemicals into rivers, we won't
be able to swim in them in the future. 3. If we don't stop cutting down so many trees, we will endanger our oxygen supply. 4. Soon the
Earthâ€™s resources will be exhausted if the human population continues to grow. 5. If everybody continues to use aerosols and CFCs,
the hole in the ozone layer will get bigger.Â If she is happy I will be happy. If you don't study more you won't get good grades. If Tom
arrives after 9pm we won't have dinner together. â†’â†’ Second Conditional / Segunda Condicional >> situaÃ§Ã£o hipotÃ©tica >>
quando queremos falar sobre algo que nÃ£o tem possibilidade real de acontecer, usamos a segunda condicional. It can also describe
close ties between people or groups of people and the way they feel and behave towards each other: The Smiths placed great emphasis
on close family relationships and always went on holiday together. The relationship between the leaders of the two countries has never
been closer. Relations. Relation also describes the link between people, groups or countries and the way they behave towards each
other. In this sense there is very little difference between relations and relationship. For instance, we could also say: Relations between
(the leaders of) the two countries have ne 1) I can't stand watching them behave like that. 2) His brother hates cooking. 3) I hope to
arrive on time. 4) We need to help them now. 5) Mary can't afford to buy such an expensive car. 6) Jerry doesn't mind to sit and do
nothing. 7) They enjoy relaxing at the beach. 8) He pretended as poor to steal money from them. 9) I chose to do that test. 10) We miss
visiting our granny. 11) They agree to make a new plan. 12) He would prefer travelling on his own than with somebody.Â 20) Children
spend too much time playing video games. Leave a like and Follow. The most frequent position for adverbs in English is the end of the
sentence. It is the usual position for yet, a lot, any more, any longer, too, as well: X They arenâ€™t any more selling it. âœ“ They
arenâ€™t selling it anymore.Â Note the different meanings: Despite being in a zoo, the animals behaved quite naturally (= in a natural
way). Naturally, wild animals behave quite differently in captivity. (= what is expected). The teacher answered the question clearly and
precisely. (= in a clear way). Clearly, the teacher didnâ€™t answer the question.Â Jackson came pretty close/ closely to winning that
last race. Youâ€™ll never get better if you donâ€™t eat â€“ youâ€™ve hard/ hardly touched your dinner! In the Denver playoffs, the
Miami team did real/ good well. Every day more than 1.8 million books are sold in the US and another half a million books are sold in
the UK. Despite all the other easy distractions available to us today, thereâ€™s no doubt that many people still love reading. Books can
teach us plenty about the world, of course, as well as improving our vocabularies and writing skills.Â You might be wondering whether
the people who cared the most about the characters in the story were the kinder people in the first place â€“ as in, the type of people
who would offer to help others. But the authors of the study took into account peopleâ€™s scores for empathy and found that,
regardless, those who were most transported by the story behaved more altruistically.Â So the research shows that perhaps reading
fiction does make people behave better.

